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Abstract
Accountability systems are designed to introduce market pressures to increase eﬃciency in education. One potential channel
by which this can occur is to match with eﬀective teachers in the
transfer market. I use a smooth maximum score estimator model,
North Carolina data, and the state’s bonus system to analyze how
teachers and schools change matching behavior in response to
accountability pressure. Schools under a high degree of accountability pressure match with teachers who are better at raising test
scores. Estimation with a control year sample (when pressure was
absent) bolsters these ﬁndings. Accountability pressure seems to
motivate schools to compete for eﬀective teachers.
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1 . I N T RO D U C T I O N
Accountability systems have a long history of being used by policy makers to introduce market forces into the education production process. The belief is that education
production—because of the unobservability of teacher inputs, the noisiness of student
outputs, lack of competition, and possibly diﬀerent objectives pursued by school, district, and state leaderships—is inherently ineﬃcient. The hope is that with the introduction of accountability pressures, we would observe gains in eﬃciency. Many studies
attempt to capture the causal eﬀect of accountability policy on student test scores. The
implied causal eﬀect is that teachers and principals change something about their behavior that increases education production. Examples of behavioral change examined
(or implied) include redistributing or inducing more eﬀort, changing the composition
of classrooms, introducing new didactic methods, emphasizing certain subjects, and
cheating the system (e.g., Hanushek and Raymond 2005; Figlio 2006; Ahn 2013).
Accountability policies rarely prescribe the means by which the school must raise
test scores, but it is widely accepted that improving the teacher side of the production
function is imperative. Nearly all education researchers and practitioners agree that
teacher quality is one of the most important determinants of a student’s success. The
literature has focused on identifying characteristics that proxy for teacher quality, ﬁnding that experience, education level, and credentials are correlated with higher student
achievement (e.g., Rockoﬀ 2004; Clotfelter, Ladd, and Vigdor 2007; Goldhaber and
Anthony 2007). Increasing teacher eﬀort or adopting new didactic techniques may improve test scores, although school administrators have another tool they can use to raise
education production: matching with more eﬀective teachers in the teacher transfer labor market.
Some focus has been paid to the strategy of getting rid of particularly ineﬀective teachers (see Jacob 2011). Because it is nearly impossible (or at least very timeconsuming) to remove ineﬀective or undesirable teachers, increasing teacher quality
through selective layoﬀs is unlikely to be a feasible option for most schools. Nevertheless, it is also true that annual teacher turnover in an average school (in North Carolina) is higher than 10 percent. Thus, principals must replace a signiﬁcant fraction of
their workforce yearly.1 This presents a challenge as well as an opportunity: Successfully
matching with the “right” teacher may improve education outcomes, whereas matching
with the “wrong” teacher may be detrimental, compared to a random match. Schools
that can recruit eﬀective teachers may ﬁnd it easier to satisfy the criteria set forth by
accountability systems, whereas ineﬀective recruiters may see scores drop no matter
what internal changes they institute.
I examine whether an incentive system in North Carolina pushed schools to match
with diﬀerent types of teachers under varying levels of accountability pressures. All
teachers at the school were paid a modest $750 or $1,500 bonus if the school was able
to demonstrate test score growth in line with or exceeding the state’s expectations. If
the accountability system was eﬀective, a school under more pressure should have attempted to recruit teachers who were better at raising scores. A school that was not
pressured may have attempted to recruit teachers for other characteristics. At the same
time, schools that were attractive to teachers should have had an easier time ﬁnding an
1. See Hanushek (2009), who explores gains by replacing the worst teachers with average ones.
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2. THEORETICAL MODEL
Consider a set of teachers A and schools S. Utility gain of teacher a moving from his or
her original school so to the new school s is ua (s, so ) + εa,s , where vector s contains wage
and non-wage characteristics, and εa,s is a match-speciﬁc error. Similarly, marginal utility gain of a school (or principal) s matching with teacher a compared with the outside
option 0 (a new teacher) is gs (a) + εs,a .2 The joint utility function of the match is3
f (s, so, a ) + ηa,s = ua (s, so ) + gs (a ) + ηa,s ,
where ηa,s = εa,s + εs,a .4
2. I remain agnostic about the principal’s utility function by not assuming that he or she seeks to maximize test
scores. A principal may seek to minimize classroom disruption through recruitment of experienced teachers or
minimize eﬀort exertion by recruiting less ambitious teachers. It may also make sense to think of the principal
and the teachers at the school as a coalition with a common utility function.
3. For a match to be stable, I assume: (1) it is mutually agreed upon, but a break-up may be unilateral, and (2) a
school (teacher) may oﬀer inducements to a teacher (school) to break up a match.
4. The joint error term η can be interpreted as match-speciﬁc error, which could be, for instance, personal/
professional compatibility between the principal and the teacher during the recruiting process.
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acceptable match, and schools that were less desirable may have been forced to accept
matches that did not increase academic production.
I use an empirical matching model to see where transferring teachers within North
Carolina go in their next teaching assignment. There have been a few studies that have
looked at teacher–school matching. Boyd et al. (2013) show that teachers are particularly
sensitive to the distance between their school and their place of birth or high school
attended. In another study where the authors detail information about all transfer applicants, Boyd et al. (2011) determine that teachers who have better pre-service qualiﬁcations are most likely to search, and those who have better in-class performance
are most likely to succeed in transferring. Ahn (2015) estimates a structural general
equilibrium model of matching, ﬁnding that mid-career teachers with four to ten years
of experience are the most eager to search and attempt to match with a school with
higher academic performance. All schools attempt to match with experienced teachers over newly minted teachers, but schools with higher academic performance are
choosier about selecting teachers originating from another high-performing school.
Although match success rate and teacher performance (measured by in-class performance or academic status of the originating school) are positively correlated in these
studies, how accountability pressure impacts matching is not directly explored and is
an under-studied topic. Clotfelter et al. (2004) ﬁnd that in North Carolina, accountability pressure made it diﬃcult to retain good teachers at under-performing schools. In
New York, Boyd et al. (2008) ﬁnd that the introduction of standardized testing for accountability actually increased retention rates. As I only observe successful matches,
I utilize a matching framework and maximum score estimator from Horowitz (2002)
and Fox (2009). The next section presents a model of matching between teachers and
schools. Section 3 details the North Carolina accountability system. Section 4 describes
the data, and section 5 introduces the econometric model. I present results in section 6,
discuss in more detail in section 7 the impact of accountability by estimating the model
in a year when accountability pressure was absent, and conclude in section 8.
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Following Fox (2009), if a pair of feasible teacher–school assignments is deﬁned
as A − S1 and the same teacher (a, a ) and school (s, s ) matches ﬂipped are deﬁned as
A − S2 , with some data of teachers and schools X, I assume rank ordering as5






f (s, so, a ) + f s , so, a ≥ f s, so, a + f s , so, a ,
if and only if:
Pr (A − S1 |X ) ≥ Pr (A − S2 |X ).
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This condition deﬁnes pairwise stable matches.
One limitation to note is that portions of the joint utility function are not exclusively
attributable to the teacher or the principal. For instance, highly experienced teachers
may match more frequently with high-performing schools because older teachers prefer better-performing students, these schools may believe that experienced teachers will
increase performance, or both. Because of this, the observed match (and the estimated
utility production) is assumed to be joint, inseparable, and speciﬁc to the match.
If all portions of f (·) are attributable to the teacher or the principal separately, incentive constraints sum to the joint production framework and pairwise stability.6 That
is:


 
 
ua s , so + gs (a ) ≥ ua s, so + gs a ,
and
 


ua (s, so ) + gs a ≥ ua s , so + gs (a ).
As abstract as the theory model is, the actual transfer process mirrors the model. It
seems that principals and teachers actively search for each other. The hiring of new
teachers and transfers in North Carolina is handled at both the school and district levels.
Although vacancies are advertised at the school level, employment lists are maintained
centrally by the district. From discussions with principals and policy practitioners, it is
clear that principals motivated to ﬁnd the “best” candidates aggressively search through
district lists. Ambitious applicants are known to contact principals directly or through
other means, such as seeking exposure while working as a student-teacher or lobbying
through colleagues.7
It should be noted that the initial decision to search by teachers is taken as given,
and I do not model how the expected matching outcome in turn inﬂuences the search
decision. Although this is a limitation of the model, in this paper I am interested in what
the stable distribution of teachers across schools with diﬀerent accountability pressures
5. With this assumption, results from Fox (2009) can be used to show that the probability of any hypothetical
market-wide teacher–school assignment is equal to the integration of an indicator function of the particular
assignment maximizing the joint output of all matches over the error distribution, given an initial parameter
guess.
6. This is equivalent to saying the inducements that must be oﬀered to the teacher (by the school) or the principal (by the teacher) who may want to “trade up” must be so large that all parties ﬁnd it optimal to maintain
the original match. For details, see the online appendix found on Education Finance and Policy’s Web site at
www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/suppl/10.1162/EDFP_a_00205.
7. Some districts have attempted to prevent aggressive principals from recruiting. For instance, Wake County
limits the number of teachers principals can take with them as they move to new assignments. The policy was
implemented in response to complaints that exiting principals were poaching eﬀective teachers.
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looks like, conditional on teachers searching.8 In addition, the modest bonus amount
seems unlikely to spur a major decision to move to a new school.9

ymgst = ygs94 + b1 ITPmgt + b2 IRMmgst ,
where ymgst is the expected change in the score for subject s for students in grade g in
year t in school m compared with the score on the same subject from year t − 1. ygs94
is average gain in scores for students from 1992–93 to 1993–94, the ﬁrst two years
of exam administration. The second and third terms are correction factors. The Index
of True Proﬁciency (ITPmgt ) and the Index for the Regression to the Mean (IRMmgst )
adjust test-score goals for shocks in students’ performances last year. For a complete
description, see Vigdor (2008).
For a school with G tested grades, 2G thresholds are produced, which are compared
to the actual average test score improvement. The school scores and threshold scores
are diﬀerenced, standardized,12 and weighted by the number of students in each grade.
If this average, termed “expected growth” score, is greater than zero, all teachers in
the school receive $750. The procedure is repeated after increasing the growth threshold by 10 percent, to generate the “high growth” score. Teachers in schools that make
high growth receive an additional $750. Although the cash bonus amount may not
be enough to induce a teacher to transfer to a diﬀerent school, the accountability system may induce a principal to recruit eﬀective teachers in two ways. First, the teachers
currently at the school collectively have an interest in bringing an eﬀective teacher on
board, as this will increase the expected bonus of all teachers. If teachers have formal or
8. See Ahn (2015) for a model that accounts for the initial search decision by a teacher (and how it aﬀects all other
teachers’ search decisions).
9. The bonus may be large enough to induce a short-distance move, perhaps within the same district. An analysis
of bonus receipt history of schools from Ahn and Vigdor (2014) shows that there are very few schools that are
almost always out of the running for the bonus. In fact, across ﬁve years, the average school receives the bonus
3.77 times. A teacher would have to move from one of the worst schools to one of the best for the expected bonus
amount to make a substantial diﬀerence. Within the district, diﬀerences in bonus receipt history of schools is
relatively small (see the online appendix).
10. The acronym stands for strong Accountability, teaching the Basics, and emphasis on local Control.
11. For instance, middle and high school achievement gains were measured starting in 1997–98. In addition to
academic achievement, dropout rates are considered for high schools.
12. The diﬀerence is divided by the standard deviation of the diﬀerence across all schools in the state.
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3 . T H E N O R T H C A RO L I N A AC C O U N TA B I L I T Y S Y S T E M
The North Carolina accountability program (also known as ABC10 ) began in the 1995–
96 school year. With the exception of minor changes,11 the mechanism of oﬀering cash
bonuses for student achievement gains remained stable for more than a decade. All
North Carolina students in the public education system in grades 3 through 8 are required to take End-of-Grade exams in reading and mathematics. The tests are on a developmental scale, allowing comparison of scores from consecutive grades. Students
entering grade 3 are administered a “pre-test” within the ﬁrst three weeks of the school
year to serve as the baseline performance measure. Using the formula below, the North
Carolina Department of Public Instruction (NCDPI) determines the expected achievement gains threshold for each school’s bonus eligibility based on the school’s students’
performance last year:
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informal inﬂuence in hiring decisions, the bonus can inﬂuence who the principal recruits.13 Second, schools are recognized for making (or failing to make) expected/high
growth, as such records are published online as part of school report cards.14 If academic performance impacts the principals’ professional evaluations, recruiting eﬀective teachers to attain higher growth will be important to principals.15
It is also worth noting that schools that “fail” under the ABC system are not
necessarily undesirable schools. A high achieving school that maintains its level of excellence could be labeled as failing, and a school with low test scores (and other undesirable characteristics) could see a modest increase in test scores and be labeled as
succeeding.16
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4 . DATA
I use an administrative dataset for the North Carolina public school system from the
academic years 1998–99 to 2002–03. I use 2009–10 data for a control group.17 The
dataset contains information on all public schools, students, and teachers in the state.
The data are collected annually and can link students and teachers across years.
In the matching decision, student data are aggregated to class level, because a
teacher is oﬀered a “bundle” of students at the school. In the education production
function, however, I allow a teacher to impact students individually. Table 1 summarizes the student, class, and school characteristics. I focus on grades 3, 4, and 5 for two
reasons: (1) only grades 3 to 8 are tested, so there is no good way to measure teacher
eﬀectiveness for lower grades, and (2) middle school students in grades above 5 have
several teachers throughout the day, and it is therefore diﬃcult to assign credit to a
particular teacher for education production due to spillover between subjects.
I exclude teachers with no previous teaching experience. By excluding new teachers
in the matching model, I am assuming that new teachers do not compete with experienced teachers and are considered the outside option for schools that fail to match
with an experienced teacher. Previous research has shown that new teachers are consistently matched with high minority, high poverty schools, and, within the school, they are
matched with higher-than-school-average minority and disadvantaged classrooms.18 In
addition, new teachers are disadvantaged in the matching process because they are not
as likely to be informed about which schools are desirable nor will they have as extensive a social network of teachers and administrators who can lobby on their behalf. For
13. The Working Conditions Survey in 2004 asked elementary school teachers (with three or more years of experience) whether they felt they had inﬂuence in selecting new teachers. About 45 percent of teachers agreed that
they had a role in selecting new teachers, and about 37 percent disagreed.
14. See www.ncreportcards.org/src.
15. On the other hand, if schools are also judged on standards that are largely unrelated to growth scores—say, the
percentage of staﬀ that is fully certiﬁed—this may drive recruiting in a diﬀerent direction.
16. There is very low correlation between growth and achievement in North Carolina. Ahn and Vigdor (2014)
showed in the years 2005–07 (when the No Child Left Behind [NCLB] system was evaluating achievement),
that over 40 percent of schools that made expected growth failed to make adequate yearly progress (AYP), and
30 percent of schools that made AYP failed to make expected growth.
17. The data, which are collected by the NCDPI, were made available by North Carolina Education Research Data
Center (NCERDC; see https://childandfamilypolicy.duke.edu/research/nc-education-data-center/) at the Center for Child and Family Policy. Although student and teacher level data are conﬁdential, aggregate data and
summary statistics are publicly available at the NCDPI Web site (www.ncpublicschools.org/data/reports/).
18. See Clotfelter, Ladd, and Vigdor (2006).
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(0.2236)

(10.62)
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0.4510

0.4895

0.4684

0.4707

0.4632

0.4632

19.5342

0.0527

(0.4868)
(0.4541)

0.6162
−0.0175

(0.2656)
(0.0416)

0.3844
0.4993

456

(0.2879)
(0.1154)

0.4988

(4.79)

(0.2593)
0.3870

19.6383

0.0723

11.8599 (10.06)

(0.3499)
(0.2955)

0.9035

(0.1696)

0.1425

(0.1165)

0.0170

Transfers (2009)
0.0189

Notes: NCERDC data from 1998—99 to 2002—03 for first four columns. NCERDC data from 2009—10 for the last column. FE: fixed effect, calculated from an education
production function. Low parental education is defined as high school degree or below, not available for 2009 data.
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(0.2283)
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(8.03)
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0.4665
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Class size

(0.2042)

(12.00)
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0.2517

10.5092

0.0436

Certified

15.1550
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(0.4021)

(0.1623)
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(0.3196)

0.2028

−0.0050
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−0.0047
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schools, new teachers are virtually indistinguishable among each other. Although I can
look ahead to observe a teacher’s ﬁxed eﬀect, the principal who is hiring the teacher at
year zero cannot see this value. With over 99 percent of new teachers not having certiﬁcation, the only observable diﬀerences among new teachers are gender and race.19 This
implies that a school is indiﬀerent among all new teachers (unless the principal has
a preference for a gender or a race). The summary statistics show that new teachers
are more likely to match with schools that have more students in traditionally disadvantaged groups. Furthermore, within these schools they are assigned to classrooms
that have a higher concentration of minority and low parental education students. New
teachers seem to be outside options for schools and experienced teachers appear to have
more bargaining power.20
The average teacher who does or does not transfer is not drastically diﬀerent, except
for years of experience. New teachers start in classrooms and schools that have more traditionally disadvantaged children. These teachers then transfer to better environments
later in their careers. New teachers’ ﬁxed eﬀects are observable ex post from subsequent
years’ performances. Again, note that new-teacher characteristics are tabulated to show
that they are outside options and noncompetitive with transferring teachers. They are
not used in the analysis.
5 . E M P I R I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N
I assume that teacher’s gain in utility is linear in the percent diﬀerences in amenities
oﬀered by the origin and destination schools. Implicit in this setup is the notion that the
destination school must be at least as desirable as the origin school. I allow distance, urbanicity, and classroom and school minority percent to aﬀect a teacher’s decision when
transferring.21 The portion of the joint production that can reasonably be attributed to
teacher utility is constructed in the following manner. Abusing notation from the theory, I deﬁne the school and class characteristics vectors at the origin and destination
schools as so and s, respectively. These vectors are each weighted by a matching coeﬃcient vector β.22 Therefore, if a teacher a is oﬀered positions at diﬀerent schools, he or
she is deciding (considering a total of K + 1 school or class characteristics) between
ũ (s∗ , so ) =

K

k=1

βk



s∗k − sok
+ βurb s∗urb − sourb
sok

∀s∗ ∈ S,

s∗urb

where
is the National Center for Education Statistics metro-centric locale variable,
which runs from 1 (large city) to 8 (rural, inside a Metropolitan Statistical Area).23 Therefore, a positive sign for the diﬀerence between the old and new school urbanicity indicates that the teacher moved to a more urban location. I take the natural log of miles
19. See Ballou (1996) for further evidence that a new teacher is not recruited based on observable criteria, such as
the selectivity of her undergraduate institution.
20. Some principals may prefer new teachers over transfers that have shown themselves to be ineﬀective. Unfortunately, the matching model is unable to account for such preferences.
21. The distance measure should be the distance from the teacher’s home to the destination school. Because the
dataset does not contain this information, I use the address of the teacher’s origin school. Alternatively, the
distance measure could proxy as an information acquisition cost.
22. Distance between schools is excluded from this vector.
23. For the full category deﬁnitions, refer to https://nces.ed.gov/ccd/rural_locales.asp.
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gs (a∗ ) =

L


δl Ps · a∗l

∀ a∗ ∈ A.

l=1

24. The smooth maximum score estimation framework requires one of the parameters to be normalized at +1 or
−1. Setting the distance parameter to −1 maximized the number of satisﬁed inequalities.
25. Some studies have shown that students paired with a teacher of the same race seem to perform better (see
Dee 2004). If pairing of teachers to students has diﬀerential impact (based on race, say), and the principal’s
utility is maximized by matching the “eﬀective” teacher with an “undesirable” class, a principal will have to
weigh the utility gain from such a match against the decreased ability to lure the eﬀective teacher to her school.
Unfortunately, the matching model is unable to discern between these motives.
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between the origin school and possible destination schools as the measure of distance
and set the parameter equal to −1.24
In this matching model, it is usually impossible to disentangle how much of the
joint match utility should be assigned to the teacher or the school (principal). For the
percent change characteristics described here, it seems logical to assign this portion
of the joint production to teachers. The percentage change in characteristics from the
origin to the destination school will impact the teacher’s utility, but it is unlikely to
impact the school’s objective function. One possible way a principal might care is if he
or she wants to attract a teacher who has taught previously at a similar school, perhaps
because the expectation is that the teacher will be more self-suﬃcient. In this case, the
teacher utility portion is indistinguishable from the principal’s objective function.25
I use a teacher’s certiﬁcation status, experience, ethnicity, and math ﬁxed eﬀect to
distinguish among teachers. Rothstein (2008) showed that estimates of the ﬁxed eﬀects
may be biased because of nonrandom sorting of students into classrooms. The ﬁxed effect estimate may not be the true measure of teacher value added. Nevertheless, the
ﬁxed eﬀect is what is observable to the principal, and, in this sense, it may be the more
appropriate measure to use. The parts of the joint production function that contain interaction terms between the school’s status in the ABC system and characteristics of
the teacher that may or may not drive education achievement (such as experience and
certiﬁcation status) are tentatively assigned to the principal. As shown in Ahn (2013),
the incentive pressure in the North Carolina system is nonmonotonic in the school’s
academic performance. For very low probability of qualifying under the ABC standard
(when the bonus is essentially unattainable and the school will be labeled as underperforming) and for very high probability (when the bonus is all but assured and the
school will be labeled as high achieving), principals may not have a strong incentive
to recruit highly eﬀective teachers. It is only in the middle of the probability cumulative distribution function, when the bonus outcome is in doubt, that a principal may
look to match with candidates to maximize academic outcome, because hiring one or
more eﬀective teachers may be the diﬀerence in being recognized as a good school and
attaining the bonus. Because of this nonmonotonicity, there is no obvious connection
between school quality (such as nonmonetary amenities and student body quality) and
accountability pressure. Abusing notation from above, I deﬁne the vector of L total characteristics of the teacher that are relevant to maximizing the school objective function
as a and the vector of characteristics of an alternative teacher as a . The portion of the
joint production that may be attributable to the school side is deﬁned as

Tom Ahn

ua (s ) = ua (s, so ) +

L
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Although accountability pressure may spur principals to look for eﬃcient teachers,
the absolute academic performance of the school may also drive matching results. A
school that has a highly regarded reading program, for example, may itself be a draw for
teachers, and schools that have such high absolute performance may match with eﬀective teachers purely because of their characteristics. This portion of utility is truly joint,
and it is impossible to attribute the production exclusively to one side of the match.
If this joint production aspect is not accounted for, and if academic achievement and
accountability pressure are strongly correlated, the matching parameter may not be
consistent with the preferences of the principal and teacher, much akin to an omitted
variable bias problem. To account for this possibility, I include an interaction term between the level achievement of the school and teacher characteristics. If a school s that
has achievement level As under accountability pressure level Ps , and a teacher a is evaluating the gain in utility from the match, the teacher’s total utility and principal’s total
utility are, respectively:
θl As · al

l=1

and
gs ( a ) =

L


(δl Ps · al + (1 − θl ) As · al ).

l=1

Because the two utilities are summed, θl is unidentiﬁed. An alternative interpretation of As and Ps is the diﬀerence between a growth criterion and a level criterion. A
school s can be under diﬀerent levels of pressure with diﬀerent accountability systems.
In North Carolina, schools are categorized by growth and achievement,26 and a school
can be considered performing well under one system while being deﬁcient in another.
I use the probability density function (PDF) of the likelihood of a school to make expected growth, according to the ABC system as the measure of accountability pressure
(Ps ),27 and the percentile ordering of schools according to schoolwide performance as
the measure of achievement (As ).28
Following Fox (2009) and Horowitz (1992, 2002), I estimate coeﬃcients of the
matching model using a smooth maximum score estimation (SMSE) procedure:29
max S (β, δ, γ , h ) =

β,δ,γ ,h

T·

1
T
t=1

Nt
T 


Nd

t=1 n=1

(2 · 1 (νnt > 0 ) − 1 ) K

ν 
nt
,
h

26. The sample runs through the 2002–03 academic year, the inaugural year for NCLB. Because schools are not
sanctioned until their second consecutive failure to make adequate yearly progress, no accountability sanctions
are associated with deﬁcient achievement, although a school can be publicly labeled as failing. To test whether
the 2002–03 sample teachers and schools face diﬀering incentives due to NCLB, the matching model is estimated with this year excluded. Qualitative results remain largely unchanged. See the online appendix.
27. I convert the PDF value that each school has (because ABC status is assigned at the school level) to a percentile
ordering of schools by accountability pressure. Therefore, the school under the greatest amount of pressure
(peak of PDF) is assigned a 1, and schools that are under the least amount of pressure (both tails of the PDF)
are assigned a 0. See Ahn (2013) for complete details.
28. Schoolwide achievement is deﬁned as the grade-level proﬁciency rate across both math and reading.
29. An alternative maximum score estimation (MSE) following Fox (2009) directly was also attempted, which
yielded qualitatively similar results. For the MSE, the estimator would lose the kernel K(·).
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where the (2 · 1(νnt > 0) − 1) term is an indicator function that equals 1 when νnt > 0,
where:






νnt = f (s, so, a ) − f s, so, a + f s , so, a − f s , so, a > 0
and where K(·) is a continuous function in the real line such that
lim K(v ) = 0 and lim K(v ) = 1.

v→−∞

v→∞

The K(·) function is:

The K function is analogous to a kernel in nonparametric regressions, except that K
behaves like a distribution. The indicator function (with some coeﬃcients β̃, δ̃, γ̃ , and
h̃) equals 1 when the actual match ({a, s} and {a , s }) yields higher beneﬁts than the
proposed alternative match ({a, s } and {a , s}). Standard errors are generated using a
sandwich estimator-like asymptotic covariance matrix using ﬁrst-derivative and secondderivative matrices of the S objective function. The bandwidth, h is chosen by a method
analogous to the plug-in method in kernel density estimation.
The market is deﬁned as the entire state in each year t. As shown in Fox (2009), I
do not need to generate counterfactuals for the entire sample. Because there are over
2,000 teachers who transfer, generating all counterfactuals would create over four million inequalities (for each parameter vector guess). Instead, I sample 10 percent of the
observations in each year as possible counterfactuals to evaluate the SMSE.30 In the
choice of the counterfactual (a and s ), I note that for a “market” (year labeled t) with
Nt matched teachers, there are Nt − 1 potential counterfactuals teachers (each tied to a
particular school s ).
6 . E C O N O M E T R I C R E S U LT S
Table 2 presents the results of the SMSE estimation.31 The top portion, labeled “Teacher
Side,” represents matching preferences that could reasonably be attributed to teachers.
To generate ﬁxed eﬀect estimates, an education production function was estimated. A
one standard deviation increase in teacher ﬁxed eﬀect for reading (mathematics) results
in an approximately 0.17 (0.24) standard deviation increase in test scores. A school
motivated to raise academic achievement by hiring more productive teachers should
select, all else equal, a teacher with a higher ﬁxed eﬀect value.32

30. Restricting the sample in this way decreases the number of inequalities to be evaluated to under 20,000 (for
each guess at the parameter vector), making estimation feasible.
31. The SMSE estimation of the matching function is duplicated at half and double the ‘ideal’ bandwidth. The
results are qualitatively unchanged. Tables are presented in the online appendix.
32. See the online appendix for complete results.
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K(v ) =
⎧
⎪
0
if v < −1
⎪
⎨
3
5
7
0.5 + (105/64)((v/5) − (5/3)(v/5) + (7/5)(v/5) − (3/7)(v/5) ) if −1 ≤ v ≤ 1 .
⎪
⎪
⎩1
if z > 1

Tom Ahn

Table 2. Estimates of Matching Parameters

Variable

Point Estimate
Teacher Side

 distance %

−1

 urbanicity

−4.1645

95% Confidence
Interval
Super consistent
(−9.9742, 1.6452)

 classroom minority %

−16.0079

(−21.7881, −10.2277)

 school minority %

−12.4768

(−14.3188, −10.6348)

20.0798

(13.8278, 26.3318)

 school minority % × teacher minority

22.2767

(20.4347, 24.1187)

 level achievement

−3.785

(−6.9693, −0.6007)

Level achievement × experience

24.1429

(20.7237, 27.5621)

Level achievement × math FE

27.6966

(24.3399, 31.0533)

Level achievement × certification
Level achievement × teacher minority

21.8939
−18.5917

(18.7164, 25.0714)
(−21.8512, −15.3322)

ABC pressure × experience

15.7851

(11.9718, 19.5984)

ABC pressure × math FE

15.8741

(11.2621, 20.4861)

9.5156

(6.4938, 12.5374)

ABC pressure × certification
ABC pressure × teacher minority

11.7704

(7.4591, 16.0817)

Level × ABC × experience

20.6388

(17.5234, 23.7542)

Level × ABC × math FE

19.9136

(16.6636, 23.1636)

Level × ABC × certification
Level × ABC × teacher minority
h (bandwidth)

9.8859
−17.9003
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 classroom minority % × teacher minority

(6.7801, 12.9917)
(−21.0763, −14.7243)

1.127

Notes: Experience and fixed effects (FE) are converted to percentile values. Level achievement
is average math proficiency rate at the school level.

The parameter on urbanicity is weakly negative, indicating that moving to a more
urban location is not an important consideration in teacher transfers. The statistical
insigniﬁcance on the parameter implies that teachers are not avoiding rural or urban
schools due to geography but monetary or nonmonetary characteristics of the position.
Class-level and school-level minority percent aﬀects teacher transfer outcomes for
white and minority teachers in diﬀerent ways. White teachers often move to schools
that have a lower proportion of minority students compared with their origin schools.
The parameter on classroom minority percent is more negative compared with the parameter on school minority percent, implying that the composition of the teacher’s
classroom is more important. Somewhat surprisingly, the parameter on diﬀerence in
achievement levels between origin and destination schools is relatively weak and negative. “Moving up” academically does not seem to be a strong driver in matching. Therefore, the negative parameter on minority student percent for white teachers is most
likely attributable to diﬀerences in work environment or other unobservable factors
that are correlated with the student demographic makeup.33
Minority teachers move toward schools with a higher proportion of minority
students. Although the pattern of moving toward schools with fewer traditionally
33. There is some corroborating evidence for this result in Ahn (2015). In that study I ﬁnd that both low- and highachieving schools have a preference for matching with teachers from high-achieving schools. However, lowachieving schools tend to be less successful luring these teachers. High-achieving schools, on the other hand,
match more often with teachers originating from comparable schools. Then, what is observed here may be the
expression of strong preferences from the school side, desiring to match with teachers from better schools.
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In fact, the higher the association between P and ak , the greater δ should be. In contrast,
if P schools actually match more often with ak teachers, then




δ P · ak + P · ak < δ P · ak + P · ak iff δ < 0.
This time, the stronger the association between P and ak , the more negative δ should
be. If there is no relationship between P and ak , we see




δ P · ak + P · ak = δ P · ak + P · ak iff δ = 0 or P = P.
Further, for a vector of normalized teacher characteristics a1 , a2 , . . . , aL (say, between
0 and 1) interacted with the accountability pressure P, the corresponding δ1 , δ2 , . . . ,
δL parameters will also be scaled such that they are directly comparable to determine
how much more (or less) a particular characteristic is desirable compared to another
characteristic.
34. See Jackson (2009). Schools with few minority students may court white teachers for similar reasons.
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disadvantaged students is as expected for white teachers, the opposite observed for
minority teachers is not. There are two hypotheses for these patterns across teacher
ethnicity. The ﬁrst is that teachers prefer to move to schools more heavily populated
with students who “look” similar to them. Teachers may prefer to teach students with
whom they can more readily identify or to live in and contribute to neighborhoods that
mirror their own background and ethnicity. Alternatively, the pattern could be due to accountability pressure. Minority-heavy schools may actively court minority teachers who
have demonstrated the ability to reach and motivate minority students.34 In essence,
these schools may be induced into seeking out complementary productive capacity in
teachers due to incentive pressure. As we will see in the joint portion of utility as well as
the control sample analysis, the latter hypothesis is more consistent with the evidence.
The bottom portion of table 2 represents joint match utility based on interaction
of teacher characteristics with school level of accountability pressure and level achievement. If all schools were equally motivated to raise education production, every school
would have a cardinal preference ordering over teachers, and teachers would then
choose their most preferred school in order. That is, the teacher who yields the highest
academic achievement gain would select the closest school that oﬀered the best teaching environment, and the teacher with the next highest value would choose the next
best school, and so on. Analysis of the joint portion of the matching function reveals
that accountability pressure plays an important role in matching certain teacher characteristics to certain schools.
Ignoring the level achievement terms for the moment, the matching coeﬃcients on
the interaction between ABC pressure and teacher characteristics can be interpreted in
the following way. For illustration, assume that there exist two levels of accountability
pressure, P (high) and P (low), and two levels of some teacher characteristic ak , ak (high),
and ak (low). If schools under high pressure match with teachers with high ak values,
we will observe combinations of (P, ak ) and (P, ak ) more often, as opposed to (P, ak ) and
(P, ak ). Then:




δ P · ak + P · ak > δ P · ak + P · ak iff δ > 0.
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If schools with high levels of achievement (As ) but low levels of Ps are most often associated with a particular characteristic ak (that is, the parameter on As · ak is
greater than that on Ps · ak ), a teacher with a high ak value is more likely to match with a
school with a high level achievement as opposed to a school under ABC accountability
pressure.
The triple interaction among ABC pressure, level achievement, and teacher characteristics pays special attention to schools that are doing well in absolute terms that are
also under accountability pressure, compared with schools doing poorly in level terms
and facing low accountability pressure.
The econometric results show that experience, ﬁxed eﬀect values, and certiﬁcation
status are all positive predictors of matching with schools under accountability pressure. Although teachers with high experience and ﬁxed eﬀects are equally likely to
match with pressured schools, certiﬁed teachers are only approximately 60 percent as
attractive. As certiﬁcation is often discussed in the literature as being relatively ineﬀective in increasing test scores, this may be indicative of principals prioritizing stronger
predictors of educational production. Alternatively, certiﬁed teachers may be averse
to matching with pressured schools. It is especially impressive that the parameter on
matching ﬁxed eﬀects is so substantial. As ﬁxed eﬀect (or even raw year over year average test score gains) is diﬃcult to observe, principals seem to be putting in the eﬀort
to identify and match with these teachers.
Like pressured schools, schools with high academic achievement positively match
with teachers who have high experience and ﬁxed eﬀects, as well as certiﬁcation. Unlike
pressured schools, however, the parameters on the three characteristics are similar in
size. The parameter on certiﬁcation is about 80 percent of the parameter on ﬁxed eﬀect.
Schools with high achievement do not have to compromise in selecting teachers with
desirable characteristics.35
The diﬀerence in magnitudes of the matching parameters of accountability pressure and level achievement for experience and ﬁxed eﬀects seems to show that
accountability is a modest force in driving matching outcomes. Although accountability legislation in North Carolina may be incentivizing principals correctly, in absolute
magnitudes, high achieving schools are much more likely to match with teachers with
desirable characteristics. Schools under pressure may not have resources available to
them to attract their most desired targets when in competition with schools with high
achievement.
How pressured schools compete at all against high achieving schools becomes clear
with the relative diﬀerences in the parameters for certiﬁcation and minority. Pressured
schools are less likely to match with certiﬁed teachers. Although the ratio of parameters
for experience and ﬁxed eﬀects for pressured to high-achieving schools is approximately
0.67 and 0.57, respectively, the ratio of parameters for certiﬁcation is about 0.43. Most
strikingly, whereas the high-achieving schools are likely to match with white teachers,
pressured schools are more likely to match with minority teachers. Then, the strategy
for pressured schools becomes clear: These schools match most often with minority

35. That certiﬁcation status is such a strong matching component is puzzling, because the literature has shown
that it does not strongly impact achievement. Preference for these teachers may be reﬂective of the fact that the
percentage of certiﬁed teachers is a publicly released number, as part of the school’s annual report card.
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36. In 2003–04, the superintendent of Charlotte Mecklenburg district instituted a policy forbidding intradistrict
transfers of teachers into highly desirable schools (as deﬁned by academic achievement and other measures).
The plan was for this list to be updated yearly. The design was clearly intended to stem the bleeding of experienced teachers from “bad” to “good” schools within the district. Just one year later, however, the superintendent
retired, and the policy was scrapped by his successor.
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teachers without certiﬁcation, who nonetheless have the experience and ﬁxed eﬀects
necessary to help the school qualify for the bonus. In this sense, these schools display
a signiﬁcant amount of sophistication (and eﬀort) in matching with teachers who have
high academic impact.
The triple interaction term shows that when high-achieving schools are also pressured, their matches prioritize experience and ﬁxed eﬀects over certiﬁcation. Parameters for experience and ﬁxed eﬀects are double in size compared to the parameter for
certiﬁcation. Interestingly, the parameter on minority remains negative and large. High
achieving, pressured schools, which on average have a higher fraction of the student
body that is white, may be courting white teachers because of the complementarity
in education production. The positive parameter on minority for pressured schools in
general, and the negative parameter for minority speciﬁcally for pressured schools that
are high achieving, supports the hypothesis that teacher ethnicity sorting may be driven
by accountability pressure.
Although the model is useful in its ability to elucidate potential strategic matching
behavior by teachers and schools, there are limitations imposed by structure. It is a
possibility that teacher transfer policies are made at the district level, with teachers and
principals having little role in the process (other than requesting a transfer and posting
a vacancy). District superintendents may be able to compel schools to accept particular
candidates or veto their hire. Within the context of the matching model, this is a diﬃcult issue to address. Because over 60 percent of transfers happen within the district,
most job characteristic diﬀerences (from the current district to the future district) that
deﬁne the teacher’s marginal utility gain from transfer would be zero. In addition, the
district objective function is unclear, because shifting teachers from one school to another within the same district does not decrease overall achievement (although it may
ameliorate or exacerbate inequality across schools).36
Alternatively, the abundance of intradistrict transfers may indicate that there exist
formalized policies that prioritize these hires over outside transfers. As far as I was able
to learn, there are no explicit rules in place that force principals to consider intradistrict transfers ahead of interdistrict (or out-of-state) transfers. Principals have conﬁded,
however, that they tend to accept more intradistrict teacher transfers because they have
better information on these teachers. I interpreted this to mean that distance (or more
precisely, social connections) was driving at least some of these transfers. To explore
further, I ran a version of the model with the sample restricted to intradistrict transfers, where—if there is any competition for teachers—it is occurring at the school level.
Results are available in the online appendix. Caution should be exercised in interpreting these results, as restricting the sample in this way is equivalent to saying that new
teachers and experienced teachers from outside the district are both outside options.
More troublesome is the implied assumption that teachers would consider interdistrict
matches as equivalent to the outside option. Because neither the decision to search nor
the impact of failure to match is modeled in this paper, it is diﬃcult to reconcile over 30
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percent of successfully matching teachers choosing to match with an outside option,
instead of opting to remain at the current school. Results remained qualitatively similar
to the full sample estimates, with the exception of smaller estimations on the interaction of ABC pressure and teacher characteristics. This may be due to the fact that there
is relatively little diﬀerence in ABC pressure among schools within a given district.37
Finally, teachers may move from (to) a high-stakes grade where End-of-Grade exams
are administered, to (from) a low-stakes grade after a transfer. This has the potential to
aﬀect the matching results. From the teacher side, this may not be a signiﬁcant issue, as
teachers, whether they are in a tested or nontested grade, are rewarded as a group in the
bonus system. From the school-side, however, placing a teacher in a high-stakes grade,
as opposed to “hiding” the teacher in a low-stakes grade, may impact the probability of
bonus receipt. For this study, the sample is restricted to teachers who are associated with
test scores before and after the transfer. There is a small fraction of teachers who move
to diﬀerent-level stakes grades from one year to the next. Demographic comparisons
show that they are broadly similar to teachers who remain in high-stakes grades. Nevertheless, one distinct diﬀerence may indicate that these teachers constitute a separate
market. Among those who transition to diﬀerent level of stakes (regardless of transfer
status), there are many more teachers who are newly minted or out-of-state transfers in
the current year, who cannot reveal (or do not know themselves) their ﬁxed eﬀect impact. This may be showing queuing behavior by teachers or the principal learning about
the quality of the teacher in the initial year, and moving the teacher to a better-suited
position in the subsequent year.38
7 . M AT C H I N G I N T H E A B S E N C E O F P R E S S U R E
The econometric results showed that schools under accountability pressure match with
teachers who possess the ability to increase standardized test scores. Schools where the
bonus outcome is in doubt are motivated to seek out eﬀective teachers, as the marginal
teacher’s performance may determine whether the school receives the bonus.
Although we may speculate that schools not under accountability pressure (whether
because they are assured of the bonus or are completely out of the running) would not
seek to pursue these eﬀective teachers (and thus remain unaﬀected by accountability), it
remains unclear what matching across the entire distribution of schools would look like
in the absence of the bonus program. This is important for policy, as the introduction
of market pressure impacts strategies of schools under pressure, which in turn may
impact strategies (and outcomes) of other schools not under pressure.
Normally, a pre-policy sample would be used to compare diﬀerences in parameter
estimates across the two regimes. Lack of quality data before the bonus system implementation precludes this possibility. North Carolina completely discontinued its bonus
system in 2009, however, while keeping in place the standardized tests that were used
to generate the score to determine bonus receipt. Thus, it is possible to use a “post-postpolicy” sample to analyze changes in matching behavior of teachers and schools.39 The
37. See the online appendix for full results.
38. See the online appendix for analysis.
39. In 2008, the state unexpectedly cut bonus payouts by 30 percent. The next year, the program was discontinued.
I do not use the 2007–08 or 2008–09 samples because transfers would have occurred under uncertainty about
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Table 3. Estimates of Matching Parameters (Control)

Variable
 distance %
 urbanicity

Point Estimate
Teacher Side
−1
0.1356

95% Confidence
Interval
super consistent
(−4.1356, 4.4068)

 classroom minority %

−24.3885

(−30.4305, −18.3465)

 school minority %

−23.8055

(−29.6121, −17.9989)

 classroom minority % × teacher minority
 school minority % × teacher minority
 level achievement

−0.3647

(−2.0261, 1.2967)

4.3775

(2.4769, 6.2781)

−7.8197

(−13.1034, −2.536)

24.937

(21.7359, 28.1381)

Level achievement × math FE

25.3869

(21.814, 28.9598)

Level achievement × certification

12.3977

Level achievement × teacher minority

−7.126

ABC pressure × experience

(9.0765, 15.7189)
(−10.6009, −3.6511)

8.0599

(5.4071, 10.7127)

ABC pressure × math FE

−5.8735

(−8.3833, −3.3637)

ABC pressure × certification

−0.1077

(−2.6142, 2.3988)

ABC pressure × teacher minority

3.184

(0.3469, 6.0211)

Level × ABC × experience

24.3723

(21.9194, 26.8252)

Level × ABC × math FE

23.9108

(21.505, 26.3166)

Level × ABC × certification
Level × ABC × teacher minority
h (bandwidth)

9.0297

(6.6493, 11.4101)

−12.5573

(−15.225, −9.8896)

1.127

Notes: Experience and fixed effects (FE) are converted to percentile values. Level achievement
is average math proficiency rate at the school level.

last column in table 1 presents summary statistics for the 2009 sample, and table 3
presents the matching estimation results.
Interpreting the results should be approached with caution, as several years separate the treatment and control samples. The bonus system was discontinued because
of building ﬁnancial pressure from the Great Recession. Thus, the economic environment faced by teachers was diﬀerent, which may have impacted the decision to seek
transfers. In addition, by 2009, schools had accumulated various sanctions under the
NCLB regime, with some schools facing restructuring (leadership turnover) unless they
were able to sharply increase proﬁciency rates of their student body. Teachers may have
shunned these schools undergoing turmoil.
Transferring teachers are similar, compared to the 1989–99 to 2002–03 sample.
Two key diﬀerences are that fewer teachers of minority status move, and when any
teacher does transfer, they move to schools and classrooms that have proportionally
fewer minority students. Teachers now appear to seek out schools with more traditionally advantaged students.
The absolute magnitudes diﬀer from table 2, but the signs and relative magnitudes
for class and school minority percent is similar—although the interaction eﬀect between minority percent and teacher minority is very diﬀerent from the treatment years.
the bonus system. By 2009, the writing was on the wall, and it was clear there would be no more bonuses. At the
same time, because upwards of $100 million per year had been saved by discontinuing the program, districts
did not have to cut positions during the beginning of the Great Recession, keeping the transfer market stable.
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Level achievement × experience
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The parameters on the interaction terms are now close to zero. The positive matching
between teacher and school/class ethnicity that was observed when the accountability system was in place has largely disappeared. This provides further support to the
hypothesis that minority-heavy schools were previously courting minority teachers for
accountability reasons.
Schools with high achievement now focus more on experience and ﬁxed eﬀects,
with the parameter on experience and ﬁxed eﬀects about twice the size of the parameter
on certiﬁcation. These relative parameter size diﬀerences are similar to the triple interaction results. Once the accountability pressure from the bonus system disappears, in
theory, the diﬀerences between the level interaction and triple interaction terms should
disappear. That the diﬀerences are not completely gone may indicate that principals still
care about the school’s performance, perhaps because these results still mattered for
NCLB and the school report card.
The largest change in the matching function estimates is the hypothetical accountability pressure interaction terms.40 These schools still match positively with experienced teachers, although the parameter is only about one third the size compared with
high achieving schools. Recall that these schools were much more competitive with
high-achieving schools when accountability pressure existed. Certiﬁcation is uncorrelated with hypothetical accountability pressure, and most strikingly, ﬁxed eﬀect is negatively associated with hypothetical accountability pressure. Because it takes eﬀort to
identify teachers with high ﬁxed eﬀects, in the absence of market pressure, the “haves”
(students at high-achieving schools) end up with better teachers, as schools educating
the “have-nots” stop searching and competing for eﬀective teachers.
8. CONCLUSIONS
Using a SMSE framework and the North Carolina administrative education panel
dataset, this study analyzes the teacher transfer market, with particular attention paid
to the role of accountability pressures in aﬀecting what types of teachers and schools
match. The econometric results show that white (minority) teachers transfer to schools
with a higher proportion of white (minority) students. This sorting seems to be due to
accountability pressure leading schools to seek out complementary education production by matching teachers to student populations who “look more like them.”
The joint portion of the estimates of the match production reveals that schools under pressure are more likely to match with teachers who have high experience and ﬁxed
eﬀects. The size of the parameter on ﬁxed eﬀect is particularly encouraging, as it takes
some amount of eﬀort to identify teachers with high ﬁxed eﬀects. Accountability pressure may induce principals to seek out teachers who will have a strong impact on test
scores or to change the school environment to emphasize testing. Teachers who dislike
testing may try to match with schools that are not under accountability pressure, and
teachers who excel at raising test scores may seek out schools where their strengths will
be more appreciated.41
40. Again, note that accountability pressure from the bonus system no longer exists. The hypothetical pressure that
schools would have been under is calculated with the standardized end-of-grade test scores.
41. See Ahn and Vigdor (2016) to see how principals change the school environment in response to the North
Carolina incentive system.
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